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A straightforward look at all relevant statutes and major cases in the law, Problems and Materials on

Commercial Law features complete materials and problems on sales, payment systems, and

secured transactions. The text continues to be up-to-date, covering the latest changes in U.C.C.

Articles 2, 3, 4, and--as well as other relevant laws--and the cases related to each. Interesting,

well-crafted problems progress from easy to more complex, sharpening students' skills and enabling

them to understand the field's complexities and difficult statutory language. A sensible modular

organization follows the order of the U.C.C., allowing for greater flexibility in teaching. This effective

format and manageable length makes Problems and Materials on Commercial Law concise and

efficient. New co-author Stephen M. McJohn brings his considerable experience and expertise to

the Tenth Edition. A professor of law at Suffolk University, McJohn has written many law review

articles on copyright and commercial law and is the author or co-author of major texts in the field.

Important new cases and developments are presented as well as new and revised

Problems.Features: comprehensive, straightforward look at all relevant statutes and major cases in

commercial lawincludes complete materials and problems on sales, payment systems, and secured

transactionsup-to-date covers the latest changes in U.C.C. Articles 2, 3, 4, and 9 describes changes

in other relevant lawsincludes cases relating to each problem-orientedinteresting, well-crafted

problems progress from easy to more complexsharpens students' skillsincreases comprehension of

the law's complexities clarifies difficult statutory language  sensibly organized   modular approach

following the order of the U.C.C.   allows for greater teaching flexibility     efficient   manageable

length   concise and lucid   effective format      Thoroughly updated, the revised Tenth Edition

presents:    New co-author Stephen M. McJohn   considerable experience and expertise   professor

of law at Suffolk University   has written numerous law review articles on copyright and commercial

law   author or co-author of major texts in the field   important new cases and developments   new

and revised Problems
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I will graduate law school in 6 months and this is the worst textbook I have ever had.Pro: It provides

hundreds of great sample questions.Cons: 1) There are only a handful of the sample questions that

the book provides answers for. 2)The content could be broken down much better (i.e. to find out

what is required to be a holder in due course you must read about 40 pages). 3) It sometimes lacks

a good introductory paragraph that provides an overview for each topic (i.e. it dives straight into the

meat of the matter without telling you where you're going or why). 4) It also doesn't do a good job at

defining any of the terms used in commercial law. 5) Lastly, it constantly is referencing you to the

UCC (i.e. for holder in due course the book states "The basic definition is found in Ã‚Â§3-302(a),

which you should read carefully." and doesn't provide you with either their definition or the UCC

definition.If your class requires this book, I highly suggest buying Gilbert Law Summaries for both

Commercial Paper and Secured Transactions. They provide excellent summaries of the topics

covered in the Problems and Materials on Commercial Law and provide sample T&F questions as

well as essays (both with detailed answers). If you're looking for a book to teach you about

commercial law, I would look elsewhere.

Super boring. Would like more cases and less problems. However it does the job to teach you how

to analyze problems. The answers would be nice since there are so many hypotheticals.

Useful guide to learning a new subject. The problems are very helpful in understanding the

substance of the tech.

Good read for any one interested in Problems and Materials on Commercial Law. Excellent for Law

Students at any level.

Nice that the book helps you out on where to look up answers to the questions.The case brief book

was a must
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